
tubulin, 4.5 mMN-ethylmaleimide (NEM)-tubulin26, 1mMGTPand 2mMdithiothreitol,
followed by incubation at 35 8C for 20min. NEM-tubulin was added to inhibit minus-end
growth, resulting in rhodamine-microtubule growth from the plus-end of the Cy5-
labelled seeds only. Polymerized microtubules were stabilized using 10 mM paclitaxel
(Sigma).

In vitro assays
Assays were performed at 21 8C using an epi-illuminated wide-field fluorescence
microscope capable of optical trapping and laser-darkfield detection as described
elsewhere27. Excitation light (532 nm) was coupled into the objective with a polychromatic
dichroic mirror (532/633PC, Chroma), allowing combined excitation with a 633-nm
HeNe laser (Coherent) as well as transmission darkfield imaging with a 650-nmdiode laser
(Roithner Lasertechnik). Emission was first short-pass filtered (Chroma E750sp), further
filtered with holographic notch filters against 532-nm and 633-nm light (Kaiser Optical
Systems HNPF-532 and HNPF-632.8), separated with a dichroic mirror (645DCXRlp,
Chroma) and imaged side-by-side on the CCD-camera, allowing simultaneous imaging of
rhodamine emission and either darkfield light or Cy5 emission. For darkfield detection of
axonemes, we used a darkfield condensor (Nikon) in combination with a decreased
numerical aperture (NA) of the objective to block illumination light. Trapping
experiments required full NA and hence we used fluorescence imaging of axonemes in
those experiments. The trapping laser was used at 850-nm at a power of typically 150mW
in the sample.

Hydrophobic sample chambers were assembled by joining dimethyl-dichlorosilane-
treated slides and coverslips using two layers of double-stick tape (,150-mm inner height).
A chamber was first incubated with axonemes in PEM80 (80mM PIPES, 1mM EGTA,
2mMMgCl2, pH 6.8) for 10min, then blocked by washing with 5 volumes of PEM80 with
amphiphilic copolymers (0.2% (w/v) Pluronic F108, BASF) and 0.1% (w/v) polyethylene-
block-poly(ethylene glycol) (PEPEG, Aldrich). Finally, the chamber was filled with the
motility sample, consisting of PEM80 with microtubules, 6–12 mgml21 Eg5, 6–10mM
ATP, 4mM dithiothreitol, 25mM glucose, 20mgml21 glucose oxidase, 35 mgml21

catalase, 10 mM paclitaxel, 0.2% (w/v) Pluronic F108, and in some cases 0.1% (w/v)
PEPEG and/or 0.1% (w/v) methyl cellulose (Fluka). For trapping experiments, 1-mm
fluorescent silica beads (Kisker Biotech) treated with anti-a-tubulin antibodies (Sigma)
were added, and methyl cellulose was left out. Measurements at high salt were performed
with 150mM sodium acetate in PEM80 or 150mM potassium acetate in PEM12
(equivalent to PEM80, except with 12mM PIPES), together with a two- to threefold
increase in Eg5 concentration. This was necessary to compensate for a lower probability of
microtubule capture at higher salt. For controls without axonemes, sample mix was used
with an increased concentration of both microtubules and Eg5 (full-length or truncated)
to enhance crosslinking in solution.

Assays with polarity-markedmicrotubules were performed in sample chambers of 5-mm
inner height (set by the addition of spacer beads, Seradyn) to confine microtubules near the
focal plane. Both surfaceswere pre-incubatedwith the copolymers and dried, after which the
sample mix was put onto one surface and covered with the other. Surface blocking was not
perfect in these samples, but good enough to keep sufficient microtubules and motors in
solution. Imperfect blocking was an advantage because, for stable imaging, we could
choose events in which at least one microtubule was partially stuck to the surface.

Surface gliding assays were performed under the same buffer conditions but without
surface blocking.

Image analysis
Digital images were analysed using custom-written routines in LabVIEW (National
Instruments). Speeds were determined by measuring displacement relative to a reference
point on one of the filaments. For Fig. 3, every 5–10 frames were averaged to reduce the
number of frames. Microtubules were automatically tracked and the position of the
trailing end was measured relative to its final position.
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Autonomous oscillations found in gene expression and meta-
bolic, cardiac and neuronal systems1–4 have attracted significant
attention both because of their obvious biological roles and their
intriguing dynamics. In addition, de novo designed5–12 oscil-
lators13,14 have been demonstrated, using components that are
not part of the natural oscillators. Such oscillators are useful in
testing the design principles and in exploring potential appli-
cations not limited by natural cellular behaviour15. To achieve
transcriptional and metabolic integration characteristic of natu-
ral oscillators, here we designed and constructed a synthetic
circuit in Escherichia coli K12, using glycolytic flux to generate
oscillation through the signalling metabolite acetyl phosphate. If
two metabolite pools are interconverted by two enzymes that are
placed under the transcriptional control of acetyl phosphate, the
system oscillates when the glycolytic rate exceeds a critical value.
We used bifurcation analysis to identify the boundaries of
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oscillation, and verified these experimentally. This work demon-
strates the possibility of using metabolic flux as a control factor in
system-wide oscillation, as well as the predictability of a de novo
gene–metabolic circuit designed using nonlinear dynamic
analysis.
Our design of this oscillatory circuit, termed the metabolator,

integrates transcriptional regulation with metabolism. This is in
contrast with the yeast glycolytic oscillator1,4, which does not
involve transcriptional regulation, as well as previous synthetic
gene expression oscillators, which were independent of metabo-
lism13,14. The conceptual design of themetabolator consists of a flux-
carrying network with two interconverting metabolite pools (M1

and M2) catalysed by two enzymes (E1 and E2), the expressions of
which are negatively and positively regulated by M2, respectively
(Fig. 1a). In the first stage, when the level of M2 is low, E1 is
expressed and E2 is not. A high input metabolic flux rapidly drives
M1 to M2. Accumulation of M2 represses E1 and upregulates E2.
When the backward reaction rate exceeds the sum of the forward
reaction rate and the output rate, the level of M2 decreases and the

Figure 1 The design and construction of the metabolator. a, Conceptual diagram of the

oscillatory dynamics, highlighting the two metabolite pools (M 1 and M 2) and their controls.

Solid lines indicate metabolic fluxes. Dashed lines indicate positive (arrow) and negative

(blunt bar) transcriptional or translational regulation. Input metabolic flux increases M 1. E 1

drives M 1 to M 2. Accumulation of M 2 represses E 1 and upregulates E 2 expression. Low

E 1 and high E 2 levels driveM 2 toM 1 and a new cycle begins. b, Biological realization of the

conceptual design in a. The yellow boxes highlight the two metabolic pools, M 1 and M 2.

Ack, acetate kinase; AcP, acetyl phosphate; Acs, acetyl-CoA synthetase; OAc2, acetate;

Pta, phosphate acetyltransferase. c, E. coli strain and plasmid constructs. The lacI gene

under the control of the glnAp2 promoter was inserted into the E. coli chromosome at the

lambda attachment site (att l ) (see Methods). A degradation tag was fused to the 3
0
-end of

the gene to reduce the stability of LacI (lacILAA ). The pEF3 plasmid expresses low-stability

Pta (ptaLAA ) and Acs (acsLAA ), which are controlled by the lacO-1 and glnAp2 promoters,

respectively. The reporter plasmid expresses an intermediate-stability GFP variant

(gfpmut3.1AAV ) under the control of the tac promoter. kan, cat and bla are genes for

resistance to kanamycin, chloramphenicol and ampicillin, respectively.

Figure 2 Oscillation dynamics of the metabolator in glucose. In each panel, red triangles

denote cell division. Fluorescence intensity shown in arbitrary units. Inserts show the

fluorescence intensities at peaks and valleys during oscillation. a, b, Representative single

cell dynamics evaluated at 30 8C from ten independent experiments. c, Representative

oscillation dynamics of two sibling cells evaluated at 37 8C from four independent

experiments. The arrows (blue or white) in inserts point to sibling cells after cell division.

Comparison of sibling cells shows skipped or delayed peaks (compare filled and open

circles), which might be partially explained by uneven distribution of cellular materials.
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M1 level increases. E1 is then expressed again and E2 is degraded,
returning the circuit to the first stage. On the other hand, if the input
flux is low, M2 does not accumulate sufficiently fast to cause a large
swing in gene expression, and a stable steady state can be reached.
This design allows metabolic physiology to influence gene
expression cycles, a characteristic seen in circadian regulation.
Such a conceptual design was realized using the acetate pathway

in E. coli (Fig. 1b). The M1 pool is acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA)
and the M2 pool consists of acetyl phosphate (AcP), acetate (OAc

2)
and the protonated form of acetate (HOAc). Acetyl-CoA is a
metabolic product of sugar, fatty acids and some amino acids,
and is the entry point into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle.
Acetyl-CoA is converted to acetyl phosphate in E. coli by phosphate
acetyltransferase (Pta), which corresponds to enzyme E1 in Fig. 1a,
and then to acetate by acetate kinase (Ack). The protonated form of
acetate is permeable across the cell membrane. Under aerobic
conditions, acetyl-CoA is further oxidized in the TCA cycle. The
remaining flux goes to produce either acetate or ethanol. In wild-
type E. coli, the enzyme acetyl-CoA synthetase (Acs) is induced in
the presence of acetate16. However, such induction is under catabolite
repression by glucose in the wild-type strain so as to avoid futile
cycling. In our design, acetyl-CoA synthetase is used as enzyme E2 in
Fig. 1a. Thus, both phosphate acetyltransferase and acetyl-CoA
synthetase need to be re-wired to respond to the M2 pool.
Acetyl phosphate in the M2 pool is used as a signalling molecule

that activates the glnAp2 promoter through phosphorylation of the
nitrogen regulator I (NRI or NtrC) in strains lacking the sensor,
nitrogen regulator II (NRII or NtrB), which is encoded by the glnL
gene5,11,17. We used aDglnL strain as the host and placed the acs gene
under the control of glnAp2 promoter in a plasmid. When acetyl
phosphate builds up, it activates the glnAp2 promoter, which
controls the expression of acs. At the same time, acetyl phosphate
represses pta expression indirectly: a glnAp2 promoter is used to
control the production of the lac repressor (LacI), which in turn
represses the expression of the pta gene from the lacO-1 promoter18.
The three proteins Acs, LacI and Pta are each fused with a

degradation tag at their carboxy terminals so as to reduce their
half-life19.

We constructed the metabolator strain and plasmid according to
the design shown in Fig. 1c. The host strain used was BW18793
(ref. 20), which contains glnL and pta null mutations and lac
deletion. The lacI gene, controlled by the glnAp2 promoter, was
integrated into the chromosome using the CRIMmethod21. The pta
and acs genes were cloned into plasmid pACYC184, under the
control of lacO1 and glnAP2 promoters, respectively. To monitor
the behaviour of the metabolator, a green fluorescent protein (GFP)
fused with a degradation tag19 was ligated downstream of a plasmid-
borne LacI-repressible tac promoter, to be used as a readout. We
demonstrated (see Supplementary Information) that the oscillation
behaviour was insensitive to the degradation rate of GFP, which
affects the phase but not the period of oscillation. Therefore, the
period observed from the GFP readout reflects the dynamics of the
system.

We monitored the GFP expression of individual cells grown on a
thin agar gel with glucose and casamino acids under a fluorescence
microscope at 30 8C (Fig. 2a, b) and 37 8C (Fig. 2c). About 60% of
the initial colonies oscillate with varying amplitude and a period of
45 ^ 10min (mean ^ s.d. for a total of 85 cells in 10 experiments),
for a total duration of at least 4 h. The cell divisions (generation time
,60min) appeared to be uncorrelated with the oscillation cycle,
suggesting that themetabolator is responsible for the oscillation and
is independent of the cell cycle. The baseline for the fluorescence and
frequency of oscillation remained reasonably constant (Fig. 2a–c)
but the amplitude varied. After division, the daughter cells com-
monly show uneven fluorescence (Fig. 2c), possibly because of
stochastic variation in distributing cellular materials. Acetate was
secreted from the cell, but was later shown to suppress rather than
synchronize oscillation in both liquid and agar cultures.

To analyse the system quantitatively, we constructed a nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (ODE) model on the basis of a
dynamic balance of biomolecules. Enzyme kinetics were described
by Michaelis–Menten kinetics and gene expression kinetics were

Figure 3 Computational characterization of the metabolator. a, The metabolator is prone

to oscillate at increasing glycolytic rates (Vgly). Vgly in the four panels (from left to right) are

0.001, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.5. b, Phase plots constructed by perturbing steady state solution

at Vgly ¼ 1 reveal the oscillatory dynamics is limit cycle oscillation. Squares represent the

initial state of the system. c, Phase diagram of glycolytic rate and external acetate

concentration reveals the flux-sensitive oscillation behaviour of the metabolator. d, A

phase diagram suggests that specific combinations of three proteins are necessary to

support oscillation with Vgly ¼ 10. ai is related to the gene copy number for the

synthesis of protein i (where i is LacI, Pta or Acs).
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described using theHill equation (see Supplementary Information).
Numerical simulations show that with increased glycolytic flux,
the system is prone to oscillate (Fig. 3a) and approach a limit cycle
(Fig. 3b) regardless of the initial condition. Floquet analysis shows
that the limit cycle is stable (see Supplementary Information). In
addition, Hopf bifurcation analysis shows that the system operates
at a stable, steady state at low glycolytic fluxes, but becomes
oscillatory when the glycolytic flux increases above a critical point
(Fig. 3c). On the other hand, increasing the external acetate
concentration stabilizes the system and suppresses oscillation.

To verify our theoretical predictions, we changed the glycolytic
rate by varying the carbon source from glucose to less favourable
carbon sources (fructose, mannose or glycerol) under otherwise
identical conditions. Glycolytic flux decreased in the following
order (from highest flux to lowest flux): glucose, fructose, mannose
and glycerol (Fig. 4d). High glycolytic rates from glucose, fructose,
and mannose supported oscillation (Figs 2 and 4a, b) but a low
glycolytic rate from glycerol did not (Fig. 4c). Furthermore,
addition of 10mM acetate in the medium abolished oscillation
(Fig. 4e), whereas 0.1mM acetate still supported periodic beha-
viour. These data corroborate the results shown in Fig. 3c and
demonstrate the role of glycolytic flux and acetate concentration on
the dynamic behaviour of the metabolator.
We also used the model to explore the design parameter space of

the metabolator. In particular, bifurcation analysis using the gene
copy numbers of acs and pta relative to the chromosomal copy of
lacI as parameters shows that the oscillation is characterized by an
island defined by specific combinations of relative Acs and Pta levels
(Fig. 3d). This analysis suggests that the relative gene copy number
is an important determinant of oscillatory behaviour. This predic-
tion is consistent with experimental results: when Acs was omitted
in the metabolator, the system ceased to oscillate. Furthermore, the
island of oscillation might partially explain the relatively few cycles
of oscillation observed, as cell growth might move the system out of
the oscillation region when the intracellular and extracellular
environment changes. With biological stochasticity, some cells
might operate outside of the oscillation island, and thus not all
cells show oscillation.
The metabolator illustrates the use of metabolic fluxes to control

biological oscillation. Specifically, oscillation is generated by the
glycolytic flux leading to acetyl-CoA. Once the glycolytic flux
exceeds a critical value, the system ‘chokes’ and begins to oscillate.
However, this oscillation can be suppressed by imposing a suffi-
ciently high concentration of acetate, which maintains an acetyl
phosphate level outside of the dynamic range of the glnAp2
promoter response. In the agar culture, accumulation of acetate
produced from the cell eventually moves the system out of the
oscillation region. Long-term observation of oscillation thus
requires perfusion of the system.
The intrinsic noise in transcriptional regulation and the discrete

nature of biological processes might explain some of the variations
observed experimentally. For example, the amplitude of oscillation
varied considerably. This variation was uncorrelated with cell
division, and therefore, the intrinsic noise in gene expression
processes appears to be responsible for determining oscillatory
amplitude. Simulation results accounting for stochastic variations
in the expression and degradation kinetics appear to explain the
observed data (Supplementary Fig. S1). Upon cell division, sibling
cells showed phase-shifts or peak omissions, possibly due to uneven
distribution of cellular material that sets the daughter cells to a
different phase of oscillation. In some cases, some daughter cells
cease to oscillate, owing to a dramatic change in the relative levels of
LacI, Acs and Pta.
The unique design of the metabolator represents a fusion of

metabolic and transcriptional oscillation, and allows external car-
bon sources to influence oscillation. Natural metabolic oscillators,
such as yeast glycolysis1, are mainly based on allosteric enzyme
regulation, which has a timescale of about 5min. Purely transcrip-
tional oscillators typically show a period of hours, with previous
examples including 2.5 h (ref. 13) and 10 h (ref. 14). As a hybrid of
metabolic and transcriptional oscillators, the metabolator shows an
intermediate period (45min); this is consistent with our expec-
tations. The metabolator involves both negative feedback (E1) and
positive feed-forward (E2) regulation. Negative feedback is typically
used to stabilize a system, however, it tends to be unstable if the time
lag in feedback increases. Negative feedback systems in a loop design
can also generate oscillation13.

Figure 4 Flux-sensitive oscillation. Red triangles in a–c and e denote cell division. a–c,

Dynamics using fructose (a), mannose (b) or glycerol (c) as a carbon source. d, Effect of

glycolytic flux on period (fructose, glucose and mannose) and apparent period (glycerol).

Apparent period is the time between the first and second valleys in a damped oscillation.

The (apparent) periods are taken as the average of 85 (glucose), 32 (fructose), 18

(mannose) or 5 (glycerol) cells from three independent biological repeats. Glycolytic flux is

evaluated by averaging at least three independent measurements. Error bars show

standard deviation between repeats. Dashed line shows the theoretical correlation

between (apparent) period and glycolytic flux. Region I denotes stable steady state and

region II denotes a periodic state. e, Effect of acetate on metabolator dynamics. 10 mM

external acetate suppressed oscillation but 0.1 mM did not.
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The function of metabolator is somewhat analogous to the
circadian clock, in that both are integrated with metabolic physi-
ology and respond to external stimuli (carbon sources in the former,
light in the latter). The close involvement of metabolism in
circadian regulation has been documented. For example, metabolic
entrainment22,23 is recognized as serving important physiological
roles. Haem biosynthesis is known to be regulated by the circadian
clock24 and acetyl-CoA has been shown to participate in the
conversion of serotonin to N-acetylserotonin, which is responsible
for the melatonin circadian rhythm in vertebrates25. The metabo-
lator might provide useful insights into the operating principles of
physiologically integrated natural oscillators. Moreover, the role of
metabolic flux in controlling oscillation demonstrated here suggests
that network connectivity alone is insufficient to determine cellular
behaviour. In addition tomapping the regulatory wiring diagram in
cells, dynamic characterization will also be essential. A

Methods
Bacterial strains and plasmids
The lacI gene under the control of the glnAp2 promoter was inserted into the chromosome
of E. coli BW18793 (ref. 20) at the lambda attachment site (attl) using the CRIMmethod21

to produce the host strain. The glnAp2, tac and lacO-1 promoters were obtained from
p2IDI (ref. 5), pKK223-3 (ref. 26) and pZE12 (ref. 18), respectively. The pta gene was
cloned by polymerase chain reaction from the Bacillus subtilis chromosome. The acs and
lacI genes were cloned from the E. coli MG1655 chromosome. For both pta and lacI, the
GTG start codon was changed to ATG using their respective 5

0
primers. The 11-amino-

acid ssrA tag27 was added to the genes of the metabolator via the 3 0 primers. The resulting
protein, carrying the peptide tag, is recognized and targeted for degradation by tail-
specific Tsp proteases. The pEF3 plasmid was constructed in two sequential cloning steps
from intermediate plasmids containing the two genes into pACYC184. The reporter
plasmid was constructed by cloning gfpmut3.1 with the degradation tag into pKK223-3.

Microscopy and analysis of gene expression
Cells were grown at 37 8C in M9 media with 0.4% of an appropriate carbon source
(glucose, fructose, mannose or glycerol), 0.1% casamino acids and antibiotics (5mgml21

kanamycin, 25mgml21 chloramphenicol and 100mgml21 ampicillin) and harvested when
the absorbance at 600 nm reached 0.5–1.3. Cells were concentrated by centrifugation and
the resulting pellet was resuspended in 1ml growth medium for preparation of
microscope slides. Time-lapse microscopy was performed using a Nikon TE2000-S
microscope with a £ 60 DIC oil immersion objective. Images were captured using a
512 £ 512–pixel cooled CCD camera controlled through Metamorph software. An agar
pad was created as described in ref. 28. The temperature of the samples was maintained at
approximately 30 8C by an objective heater. Brightfield (0.1 s) and epifluorescence (0.1 s)
images were captured every 5min, with both light sources shuttered between exposures.
All image analysis was done usingMetamorph. Cells from the final frame of the brightfield
video image were randomly chosen and manually tracked back to the first frame. In each
frame of the brightfield image, regions were drawn around cells using Metamorph and
transferred to the fluorescence image, and the average intensities of the regions were
recorded.

Each of the fluorescence measurements for the metabolator dynamics was obtained
from at least three independent cultures. For each culture, at least 60% of the cells were
tracked for GFP dynamics in response to oscillation induced by glucose (n ¼ 85, Fig. 2),
fructose (n ¼ 32, Fig. 4a), mannose (n ¼ 18, Fig. 4b), glycerol (n ¼ 5, Fig. 4c) or two
different concentrations of acetate (n ¼ 27, Fig. 4e). In addition, various negative controls
were conducted. These included fluorescence measurements for the metabolator
supplemented with 100mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), for the host strain
containing a reporter plasmid only, and for the host strain with a chromosome-integrated
pta gene under the control of the tac promoter and the reporter plasmid.

Glycolytic flux measurements
The oscillation strain (without the reporter plasmid) was grown overnight in M9 media
containing 0.4% of an appropriate carbon source, as described above. Cells were then
collected by centrifugation and resuspended to an absorbance at 600 nm of 0.5 in freshM9
media containing 0.1% casamino acids, antibiotics and 0.04% carbon source. Samples
were collected every 30min for supernatant and cell density measurements. Cell density
was measured in triplicate using a microplate reader. Glucose and fructose concentrations
were measured in triplicate with a D-glucose/D-fructose kit and glycerol was measured
with a glycerol kit (R-biopharm), in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Mannose was measured using a dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) assay. Carbon flux was
calculated on the basis of sugar consumption.

Physicochemical modelling and numerical analysis
A nonlinear ODE-based model was developed to describe the key components of the
metabolator. Exact expressions of the model are presented in the Supplementary
Information. The computational approach used to elucidate the dynamics and behaviour
of this model involves two components. First, direct numerical simulation was conducted
to explore the nonlinear dynamics of the model (for example, Fig. 3a). The exact

parameter values used in this simulation are shown in Supplementary Table S1. Next,
phase diagrams that mapped out the location of Hopf bifurcation as functions of key
parameters were constructed to study the asymptotic behaviour of the model29. Each
phase diagram was constructed by mapping the locus of Hopf bifurcation as a function of
key parameters. Specifically, the response of the steady-state solution to infinitesimal
perturbations was computed by solving a linearized model about the same steady state.
This linear response is determined by calculation of the eigenvalues in the linear spectrum
that have the largest real part, j. The onset of the Hopf bifurcation is determined by the
moment at which the real part of a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues of the jacobian
matrix crosses zero, while the real parts of all other eigenvalues remain negative.
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